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Key Points
It is not unusual for patients and families to have overly
optimistic goals and expectations of treatment.
Early discussions can promote a more timely enrollment and
may improve satisfaction with end-of-life care.
The most valuable predictors of a limited life expectancy can be
derived from available clinical and laboratory data and require
no additional testing. (See Table 1)
When patients have a poor prognosis and treatment options are
limited, physicians should discuss hospice more directly and
recommend it when appropriate.
The overall aim of a hospice discussion that follows this approach
is to define a patient’s treatment goals and needs for care and
then to present hospice as a way to achieve those goals and meet
those needs.
An effective approach to hospice discussions has 8 steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Establish the Medical Facts
Set The Stage
Assess the Patient’s Understanding of His or Her Prognosis
Define the Patient’s Goal for Care
Identify Needs for Care
Introduce Hospice
Respond to Emotions Elicited and Provide Closure
Recommend Hospice and Refer

For More Information Contact Your Community
Hospice Compassus Team
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Hospice programs offer unique benefits for patients who are near the end of life and their families,
and growing evidence indicates that hospice can provide high-quality care. Despite these benefits,
many patients do not enroll in hospice, and those who enroll generally do so very late in the course
of their illness. Some barriers to hospice referral arise from the requirements of hospice eligibility,
which will be difficult to eliminate without major changes to hospice organization and financing.
However, the challenges of discussing hospice create other barriers that are more easily remedied.
The biggest communication barrier is that physicians are often unsure of how to talk with patients
clearly and directly about their poor prognosis and limited treatment options (both requirements of
hospice referral) without depriving them of hope. This article describes a structured strategy for
discussing hospice, based on techniques of effective communication that physicians use in other
"bad news" situations. This strategy can make hospice discussions both more compassionate and
more effective.
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